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Abstract. A critical component of many data-parallel programming languages
are operations that manipulate aggregate data structures as a whole—this includes
Fortran 90, Nesl, and languages based on BMF. These operations are commonly
implemented by a library whose routines operate on a distributed representation
of the aggregate structure; the compiler merely generates the control code invoking the library routines and all machine-dependent code is encapsulated in the
library. While this approach is convenient, we argue that by breaking the abstraction enforced by the library and by presenting some of internals in the form of
a new intermediate language to the compiler back-end, we can optimize on all
levels of the memory hierarchy and achieve more flexible data distribution. The
new intermediate language allows us to present these optimisations elegantly as
program transformations. We report on first results obtained by our approach in
the implementation of nested data parallelism on distributed-memory machines.

1 Introduction
A collection-oriented programming style is characterized by the use of operations on
aggregate data structures (such as, arrays, vectors, lists, or sets) that manipulate the
structure as a whole [21]. In parallel collection-oriented languages, a basic set of such
operations is provided, where each operation has a straight-forward parallel semantics,
and more complex parallel computations are realized by composition of the basic operations. Typically, the basic operations include elementwise arithmetic and logic operations, reductions, prescans, re-ordering operations, and so forth. We find collectionoriented operations in languages, such as, Fortran 90/95 [18], Nesl [1], and GoldFISh [15] as well as parallel languages based on the Bird-Meertens Formalism (BMF)
and the principle of algorithmic skeletons [9, 6]. Usually, higher-order operations on
the aggregate structure are provided, e.g., apply-to-each in Nesl; FORALL in Fortran
90/951; and map, filter, and so on in BMF. Collection-oriented parallelism supports
clear code, the use of program transformation for both program development and compilation, and simplifies the definition of cost models [23, 1].
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Fortran’s FORALL loops are index-based, which complicates the implementation in comparison to, e.g., Nesl’s apply-to-each, but still, many of the basic principles are the same [8].

The aggregate data structures of collection-oriented languages are often implemented
by a library whose routines are in functionality close to the basic operations of the
source language. Consequently, the library is both high-level and complex, but carefully
optimized for the targeted parallel hardware; furthermore, it encapsulates most machine
dependencies of the implementation. We call this the library approach—for Nesl’s implementation, see [4]; Fortran 90/95’s collection-oriented operations are usually directly
realized by a library, and even, FORALL loops can benefit from a collection-oriented
implementation [8]. The library approach, while simplifying the compiler, blocks optimizations by the rigid interface imposed by the library—most importantly, it inhibits
the use of standard optimizations for processor-local code and hinders the efficient use
of the memory hierarchy, i.e., optimizations for the processor cache and for minimizing
communication operations.
We propose to continue compilation, where the library approach stops and delegates
an efficient implementation to the library. As a result, we can optimize on all levels of
the memory hierarchy (registers, caches, local memory, and distributed memory)—after
breaking the abstraction enforced by the library, optimizations across multiple operations become possible and data distribution gets more flexible. Our main technical
contribution is an intermediate language that distinguishes local and distributed data
structures and separates local from global operations. We present the internals of the library routines to the back-end of the compiler in the form of this intermediate language,
which allows us to implement optimizations by program transformation—thus, the optimizations are easy to comprehend, the compiler can be well structured, optimizations
are easily re-ordered and can be proved correct individually. Although we provide some
technical detail, we do not have enough room for discussing all important points; the
proposed technique has been applied to the implementation of nested data parallelism
in the first author’s PhD thesis [17], where the missing detail can be found.
Our main contributions are the following three:
– We introduce the notion of distributed types, to statically distinguish between local
and distributed data structures.
– We outline an intermediate language based on distributed types that allows to statically separate purely local computations, where program fusion can be applied
to improve register and cache utilization, from global operations, where program
transformations can be used to minimize communication.
– We present experimental evidence for the efficiency of our method.
The paper is structured as follows: Section 2 details the benefits of an intermediate
language that explicitly distinguishes between local and global data structures and computations. Section 3 introduces the concept of distributed types and outlines a declarative intermediate language based on these types. Section 4 briefly outlines the use of the
intermediate language. Section 5 presents results obtained by applying our method to
the implementation of nested data parallelism. Finally, Section 6 discusses related work
and summaries.

2 Global versus Local Computations
Before outlining our proposal, let us discuss the disadvantages of the library approach.
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Fig. 1. Compiler structure (the grey area marks our new components)

2.1 The Problems of High-level Libraries
The structure of a compiler based on the library approach is displayed in Figure 1 when
the grey area is omitted. The source language is analyzed and desugared, yielding a
kernel language, which forms the input to the back-end (optimizations on the kernel
language are left out in the figure). The back-end simplifies the kernel language and
generates the control code that implements the source program with calls to the library
implementing the parallel aggregate structure.
As an example, consider the implementation of Nesl [1]. In the case of Nesl, the simplifier implements the flattening transformation [5, 20, 16], which transforms all nested
into flat data parallelism. In CMU’s implementation of the language [4], the library language is called VCODE [2]—it implements a variety of operations on simple and segmented vectors, which are always uniformly distributed over the available processing
elements. In fact, CMU’s implementation does not generate an executable, but instead
emits VCODE and interprets it at runtime by an interpreter linked to their C Vector Library (CVL) [3]. Unfortunately, this approach, while working fine for vector computers,
is not satisfying for shared-memory [7] and distributed-memory machines [14].
The problems with this approach are mainly for three reasons: (1) Processor caches
are badly utilized, (2) communication operations cannot be merged, and (3) data distribution is too rigid. In short, the program cannot be optimized for the memory hierarchy.

2.2 Zooming Into the Library
The library routines provide a macroscopic view of the program, where many details
of the parallel implementation of these routines are hidden from the compiler. We propose to break the macroscopic view in favour of a microscopic view, where each of the
library routines is unfolded into some local computations and global communication
operations. The grey area of Figure 1 outlines an improved compiler structure including
this unfolding and an optimization phase, where the microscopic view allows new optimizations realized as program transformations that minimize access to data elements
that are located in expensive regions of the memory hierarchy. In the following, we
outline the most important optimizations. Please note that the optimizations themselves
are not new—our contribution is to enable the automatic use of these optimizations for
the parallel implementation of aggregate structures in collection-oriented languages.
Optimizing local computations. The microscopic view allows to jointly optimize adjacent local computations that were part of different library routines; in the extreme,
purely local routines, such as, elementwise operations on aggregate structures, can be
fully merged. Such optimizations are crucial to exploit machine registers and caches.
For example, the following Nesl [1] function summing all squares from 1 to n
proceeds in three steps: First, a list of numbers from 1 to n is generated; second, the
square for each number is computed; and third, all squares are summed up.
sumSq1 (n) : Int -> Int =
let nums = [1:n+1];
sqs = {i*i : i in nums}
in
sum (sqs);

— numbers from 1 to n
— square each i from nums
— perform a reduction on sqs

Each of the three steps corresponds to one VCODE operation, i.e., one library routine, in CMU’s Nesl implementation. Even on a single processor machine, this program
performs poorly when the value of n is sufficiently large, i.e., when the intermediate results do not fit into the cache anymore. Much more efficient is the following explicitly
recursive version that can keep all intermediate results in registers.
sumSq2 (n) : Int -> Int = sumSq2’ (1, n);
sumSq2’ (x, n) : (Int, Int) -> Int =
if (x > n) then 0
else x*x + sumSq2’ (x + 1, n);
In sequential programming, fusion (or deforestation) techniques are applied to derive
sumSq2 automatically from sumSq1 [25, 11, 24, 19]. Unfortunately, these techniques
are not directly applicable to parallel programming, because they replace the aggregatebased computations fully by sequential recursive traversals—sumSq2 completely lost
the parallel interpretation of sumSq1. However, as soon as we have clearly separated
local from global computations, we can apply fusion and restrict it to the local computations, so that the global, parallel structure of the program is left intact.

Optimizing global communication. The separation of local and global operations,
which becomes possible in the microscopic view, allows to reduce communication overhead in two important ways: (1) We can merge communication operations and (2) we
can trade locality of reference for a reduction of communication needed for load balancing. A simple example for the first point is the Nesl expression for concatenating three
vectors: (xs ++ ys) ++ zs. It specifies pure communication, which re-distributes
xs, ys, and zs such that the result vector is adequately distributed. Hence, the intermediate result xs ++ ys should ideally not be computed at all, but xs and ys should
immediately be distributed correctly for the final result. Unfortunately, the rigid interface of a high-level library hinders such an optimization.
Regarding the second point, i.e., trading locality of reference for reduced load balancing costs, it is well known that optimal load balance does not necessarily lead to
minimal runtime. Often, optimal load balance requires so much communication that an
imbalanced computation is faster. Again, the compiler would often be able to optimize
this tradeoff, but it is hindered in generating optimal code in the library approach, as
the library encapsulates machine specific factors and library routines require fixed data
distributions for their arguments.

3 Distributed Types Identify Local Values
A macroscopic parallel primitive, i.e., an operation on an aggregate structure in the library approach, is in the microscopic view implemented as a combination of purely
local and global subcomputations. The latter induce communication to either combine
the local sub-results into a global result or to propagate intermediate results to other processors, which need this information to execute the next local operation. For example,
consider the summation of all values of an aggregate structure on a distributed-memory
machine. In a first step, each processor adds up all the values in its local memory; in the
second step, the processors communicate to sum all local results, yielding the global result, which is usually distributed to all processors. To model local and global operations
in the microscopic view, we need to distinguish between local and global values. We
define a global value as a value whose layout is known by all processors; thus, each processor is able to access the components of a global value without explicitly co-operating
with other processors.2 In contrast, a local value is represented by an instance on every
processor, where the various instances are completely independent and accessible only
by the processor on which they reside. We use a type system including distributed types
to statically model this difference.
3.1 Distributed Types
In the source language, we distinguish between scalar values of basic type and compound values of aggregate type, where the latter serve to express parallelism. Both kinds
2

We assume a global address space, where a processor can get non-local data from another
processor as long as it knows the exact layout of the whole structure across all processors.
Such a global address space is supported in hardware by machines, such as the Cray T3E, and
is generally available in MPI-2 by one-sided communication [13].

of values are global in the sense defined before; each processor either has a private copy
of the value (this is usually the case for scalar values) or it is aware of the global layout
and can, thus, access any component of the value if necessary. Such values are often
not suitable for expressing the results computed by local operations, as for example,
the local sums computed in the first step of the previous summation example. The result of the local summation is actually an ordered collection of scalar values, with as
many elements as processors. The ordering, which is essential for some computations,
corresponds to the ordering of the processors. We introduce distributed types, denoted
by double angle brackets hhii to represent such local values; to be precise, such a value
is an ordered collection of fixed, but unknown arity. The arity reflects the number of
processors, which is unknown at compile-time, but fixed throughout one program execution. For any type , hh ii represents such a collection of processor-local values of
type .
The usefulness of distributed types for local results of basic type can easily be seen
in the sum example. However, it is probably not as obvious for values of aggregate
type, as those values are usually not replicated across processors, but distributed over
the processors. Still, the distinction between global and local values is also important for
aggregate data types. For example, consider a filter operation that removes all elements
that do not satisfy a given predicate from a collection. After each processor computed
the filter operation on its local share of the aggregate structure, the overall size of the
result is not yet known; thus, the intermediate result of the local operation is not a global
aggregate structure according to our definition, but a collection of local structures.
3.2 Distributed Computations
Together with the type constructor hhii, we introduce a higher-order operation hhii. For
a function f , we denote by hhf ii the operation that applies f in parallel to each local
component of a value of distributed type. Thus, for

 n ! 1   m
(1)
the operation hhf ii has type
hhf ii : hh 1 ii      hh n ii ! hh 1 ii      hh m ii
(2)
In other words, hhf ii (a1 ; : : : ; an ), with the ai of distributed type hh i ii, applies f on
f:

1

each processor P to the n-tuple formed from the components of a1 to an that are local to
P and yields an m-tuple of local results on P . The j th components of the result tuples

of all processors form, then, a local value of distributed type hh j ii. This formalism
distinguishes local computations (inside hhii) from global computations and allows to
calculate with them, while still maintaining a high level of abstraction.
3.3 A Language of Distributed Types
Before continuing with the implementation of aggregate structures using distributed
types, let us become more concrete by fixing a syntax for an intermediate language that

F ! V ( V1 ; : : : ; Vn
T ! hh T ii
j [ T ]
j T1      T n
j T1
! T2
E

j
!
j
j
j
j
j
j

Int

j

Float

j

)

:

T

=

Char

let V = E in E
if E1 then E2 else E3
E1 E 2
hh E ii
[ E1 ; : : : ; En ]
( E1 ; : : : ; En )
V

E (function definition)
(distributed type)
(aggregate type)
(tuple type)
(function type)
(scalar types)
(local definition)
(conditional)
(application)
(replication)
(aggregate constructor)
(tuple)
(variable)

Fig. 2. Syntax of LDT

supports distributed types. The language LDT , whose syntax is displayed in Figure 2,
allows a functional representation of the compiled program. A functional representation is well suited for optimization by program transformation and does not restrict the
applicability of our approach, as parallel computations are usually required to be sideeffect free, even in imperative languages (see, for example, the pure functions of Fortran
95 and HPF [10]).
A program is a collection of typed function definitions produced by F. Types T
include a set of scalar types as well as more complex types formed by the tuple and
function constructors. Furthermore, [ ] denotes an aggregate type whose elements are
of type and hh ii is a distributed type as discussed previously.
Expressions E include the standard constructs for local definitions, conditionals,
and function application as well as tuple and aggregate construction. Moreover, we
have hhE ii for some expression E , where we require that E is of functional type and
the function represented by E is made into a parallel operation as discussed in the
previous subsection. Furthermore, we use E1  E2 to denote function composition and
E1  E2 to denote the application of a pair of functions to a pair of arguments, i.e.,
(f  g ) (x ; y )  (f (x ); g (y )). We omit a formal definition of LDT ’s type system,
as it is standard apart from the addition of distributed types, which essentially means
to cast Equations 1 and 2 into a typing rule. Replication distributes over  and , i.e.,
hhf ii  hhg ii = hhf  g ii and hhf ii  hhg ii = hhf  g ii.
3.4 Operations on Distributed Types
To re-phrase the primitives of the library approach in the microscopic view, we need
operations that convert values of global type into values of distributed type and vice
versa. In general, we call a function of type ! hh ii a split operation and a function of type hh ii ! a join operation. Intuitively, a split operation decomposes a
global value into its local components for the individual processors. Conversely, a join
operation combines the components of a local value into one global value. Note that especially split operations do not necessarily perform work; sometimes they merely shift

the perspective from a monolithic view of a data structure to one where the distributed
components of the same structure can be manipulated independently.
The operation split scalarA : A ! hhAii takes a value of basic type A (i.e., Bool,
Int, or Float) and yields a local value whose components are identical to the global
value. It is an example of a function, which typically does not imply any work, as it is
common to replicate scalar data over all processors, to minimize communication; but,
the shift in perspective is essential, as hhAii allows to alter the local copies of the value
independently, whereas A implies the consistent change of all local copies.
On values of type integer, we also have split size : Int ! hhInt ii. The argument,
say n, is assumed to be the size of an aggregate structure; split size yields a collection
of local integer values, whose sum is equal to n. Each component of the collection
is the size of the processor-local chunk of an aggregate structure of size n when it is
distributed according to a fixed load balancing strategy.
LDT requires a join operation for each reduction on the aggregate structure:

join +A : hhAii ! A
join maxA : hhAii ! A
join and : hhBool ii ! Bool

— for integers and floats
— for integers and floats
— and so on : : :

They are used to combine the local results of the parallel application of the reduction to yield a global result—in the summation example from the beginning of this
section, we would need join +Int if we sum integer values. Furthermore, we can use
join +Int  hh#ii to compute the number of elements in a structure of type hh[ ]ii,
where # gives the size of a structure [ ].
Furthermore, for aggregate structures, the operation split agg : [ ] ! hh[ ]ii provides access to the local components of the distributed structure and, conversely, the
operation join agg : hh[ ]ii ! [ ] combines the local components of a structure into
a global structure. The operation split agg induces no communication or other costs;
it merely provides an explicit view on the distribution of a global structure. In contrast, join agg re-arranges the elements, if applied to a structure of distributed type,
whose components are not properly distributed according to the fixed load balancing
strategy. Thus, the combined application split agg  join agg , while computationally
being the identity, ensures that the resulting structure is distributed according to the
load-balancing strategy of the concrete implementation. To illustrate the use of split
and join operations for the definition of more complex routines, we formalize the summation that we already discussed in the beginning of this section:

sum (xs ) : [Int ] ! Int = (join +Int  hhreduce +Int ii  split agg ) xs
After obtaining the local view of the aggregate structure xs with split agg , summation
proceeds in two steps: First, the purely local reduction hhreduce +Int ii, which yields a
local integer result on each processing element, i.e., a value of type hhInt ii; and second,
the global reduction of the local results with join +Int .
Apart from join and split operations, which compute global values from distributed
values, and vice versa, we need operations that propagate information over the components of a distributed value; they receive a value of distributed type as input parameter
and also return a distributed type. Although the parallel application of local operations
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Fig. 3. Local and global operations in prescan +

has the same type, namely hh[ ]ii ! hh[ ]ii, propagation is fundamentally different,
since, in the case of the parallel application of local operations, there is no communication between the processing elements. Similar to the join operations, where LDT offers
an operation for every form of reduction, there is a propagate operation in LDT for each
prescan operation that we need on the aggregate structure. A propagate operation prescans over the components of the distributed type according to the implicit order of the
components. Some examples of this type of operation are the following:

propagate +A : hhAii ! hhAii
propagate maxA : hhAii ! hhAii
propagate and : hhBool ii ! hhBool ii

— for integers and floats
— for integers and floats
— and so on : : :

Formally, the semantics of the split, join, and propagate operations can be characterized by a set of axioms [17]

4 Optimizing with Distributed Types
With LDT we can realize the three compiler phases marked by the grey area in Figure 1:
unfolding of the library primitives, optimizations, and code generation. We do not have
the space to discuss them in detail, but like to outline some important points of the first
two phases, i.e., unfolding and optimizations, in the next two subsections. Afterwards,
we discuss a small example to illustrate the technique. More details can be found in [17].
4.1 Unfolding Library Routines
The whole point of LDT is to allow defining the internal behaviour of the routines that
are primitive in the library approach (the unfolding step in Figure 1). We already defined
the summation function sum in LDT ; now, we discuss the related, but more complex
pre-scan operation. We do not detail the local operations, because they depend on the
implemented aggregate type and source language—in [17], the details for the case of
nested parallel languages are given.
Figure 3 sketches the steps of a parallel prescan + routine. The dotted lines mark

processor boundaries and indicate that each processor has a local copy of a part of the
aggregate structure. Local computations are marked by grey, global computations by
black arrows. The prescan + algorithm proceeds in three steps:
1. Each processor computes a local pre-scan on its share of the aggregate structure.
The local sum of each processor is marked with a grey box.
2. A global pre-scan (the black arrow) over all local sums provides each processor
with the sum of all elements residing on preceding processors.
3. Each processor adds its result of the previous operation to each element of the
intermediate vector computed in the first step.
Overall, the prescan + operation consists of two purely local computations (Step 1
and 3) and one global operation (Step 2), entailing communication.
Next, we express this computation in terms of distributed types, split, join, propagate, and local operations. Before applying the first local operation, we have to use
split agg to obtain the local view on the input structure xs . Then, we apply the local prescan operation, prescan + local to each component of the local value. As can be seen
in Figure 3, prescan + local has to return two values on each processor: the new local
structure and the local sum—that is, prescan + local : [Int ] ! ([Int ]  Int ). Overall, Step 1 can be expressed in LDT by the composition hhprescan + local ii  split agg .
Step 2 essentially is the previously discussed propagate + : hhInt ii ! hhInt ii. It
realizes the black arrow of Figure 3, propagating the local results from left to right. In
Step 3, we add, on each processor, the local result of the previous step to each element
of the local fragment of the intermediate aggregate structure that we obtained in Step 1.
Therefore, we define an auxiliary function + o set that gets the results of the previous
two steps as arguments.

+ o set (zs ; o ) : [Int ]  Int ! [Int ] = elem + (zs ; dist (o ; #zs ))
The expression dist (o ; #zs ) replicates the value o as often as the size of zs requires. Elementwise addition elem + computes the local contributions to the overall
result, which in turn is obtained from the local results with join agg .
Overall, we have the following definition for prescan +, where local and global
computations are explicit—local computations are enclosed in hhii:

prescan + (xs ) : [Int ] ! [Int ] =
(join agg  hh+ o set ii  (id  propagate +)
 hhprescan + local ii  split agg ) xs
4.2 Optimizations on LDT

The unfolding of the library routines in LDT enables new kinds of optimizations, which
we can categorize as follows: (1) optimizations of local computations, (2) optimizations
of global operations, and (3) enabling optimizations. We outlined the first two kinds already informally in Section 2 and refer to [17] for a formal definition of applicable
fusion techniques, optimizations minimizing communication, and example derivations.
In the previous subsection, we avoided fixing a notation for specifying local computations, as there is a wide design space, which is largely independent from the main points

of this paper. One possibility is to provide a set of primitives functions for manipulating local fragments of the aggregate structure; another possibility is the use of loop
constructs that define iterators over the local fragments of aggregate structures (this the
approach taken in [17]). In any case, a set of equational transformation rules should be
provided that implements fusion (see Section 2) and possibly also other optimizations.
The third form of optimizations, enabling optimizations, are independent of the notation for local computations; they use essential properties of LDT to re-order local and
global computations such that subcomputations are nicely clustered for the first two
forms of optimizations. Space limitations again force us to refer to [17] for the complete set of these optimization rules; however, we want to state one crucial point: As
mentioned, split agg  join agg does not change the contents of the value of type
hh[ ]ii to which it is applied, but it ensures that the aggregate structure is well balanced.
After unfolding the library primitives, all intermediate results are re-balanced in this
way, which does not necessarily minimize the runtime (see Section 2). Thus, the optimizer removes many of these re-distributions, which saves communication and moves
local computations, which were originally separated by re-balancing, next to each other.
Thus, new local optimizations becomes possible, after applying the enabling optimization hhf ii  hhg ii = hhf  g ii.
4.3 An Example
We use sumSq1 from Section 2.2 for an example transformation. Let us start with the
definition of the function as it appears in the library language, i.e., after the font-end:

sumSq 1 (n ) : Int ! Int = (sum  map (sq )  range ) (1; n )
where we have sq (x ) : Int ! Int = x  x . We already provided the definition for
sum in Section 3.4 and define map and range as follows:
map (f ) : (a ! b ) ! [a ] ! [b ] = join agg  hhseq map (f )ii  split agg
where

seq map (f ) [x1 ; : : : ; xn ] = [f (x1 ); : : : ; f (xn )]
range : Int  Int ! [Int ] = join agg  hhseq range ii  split range
where

seq range (n ; m ) = [n ; n + 1; : : : ; m ]
For the local functions seq map and seq range , we only provide a specification; the
exact definition depends on how we choose to represent the processor-local, sequential
code. However, the function split range deserves a little more attention; it computes
for each processing element the local range of values and may be defined as

split range (from ; to ) : Int  Int ! hhInt ii  hhInt ii =
let
in

lens = split size (to , from + 1)
froms = hh+ii (split scalarInt (from ); propagate + (lens ))

(froms ; hh f ; l :f + l , 1ii (froms ; lens ))
Nevertheless, it makes sense to regard this function as a primitive, as it can, in dependence on the distribution policy for the concrete aggregate structure, usually be implemented without any communication.

When the compiler unfolds the library primitives, it can transform the function compositions within the body of sumSq 1 as follows:

(join +Int  hhreduce +Int ii  split agg )  (join agg  hhseq map (sq )ii
 split agg )  (join agg  hhseq range ii  split range )
= feliminate split agg  join agg (there is no load imbalance anyway)g
join +Int  hhreduce +Int ii  hhseq map (sq )ii  hhseq range ii  split range
= fdistribution law for replication (Section 3.3)g
join +Int  hhreduce +Int  seq map (sq )  seq range ii  split range
Now, the local computation reduce +Int  seq map (sq )  seq range is a slight generalization of the original sumSq 1 function (it has an explicit start value instead of
starting with 1). As it is purely local, we can fuse it into essentially the same code as
sumSq2’ (the auxiliary function in the fused version of Section 2.2), i.e., we get

sumSq 1 (n ) : Int ! Int = (join +Int  hhsumSq 2 ii  split range ) (1; n )
0

We achieved our goal of applying fusion to the local code in a controlled manner, which
leaves the parallel semantics of our code intact.

5 Benchmarks
We summarize results collected by applying our method to the implementation of Nesllike [1] nested data parallelism [17]. However, we do not directly compare our code
and that of CMU’s implementation of Nesl [4], because the implementation of CMU’s
vector library CVL [3] is already an order of magnitude slower and scales worse than
our vector primitives on the Cray T3E, which we used for the experiments. Our code
is hand-generated using the compilation and transformation rules of [17]—we are currently implementing a full compiler.
Local optimizations. In Section 2, we mentioned fusion as an important technique for
optimizing local computations. For sufficiently large vectors, the optimization achieves
a speedup linear to the numbers of vector traversals that become obsolete as main memory access is reduced. Comparing sumSq1 and sumSq2 from Section 2, we find a
speedup of about a factor four for large vectors—see Figure 4 (left part). Fusion is particularly important for compiling nested parallelism, as the flattening transformation [5,
20, 16] leads to extremely fine-grained code.
Global optimizations. Concerning global optimizations, we measured the savings from
reducing load balancing, i.e., a split agg  join agg combination (see previous section). In Figure 4 (right part), we applied a filter operation removing all elements from
a vector except those on a single processor, thus, creating an extreme load imbalance.
After filtering, we applied one scalar operation elementwise. The figure shows that, if
this operation (due to fusion) finds its input in a register, re-distribution is up to 16 processors significantly slower than operating on the unbalanced vector. In the case of a
more complex operation, the runtime becomes nearly identical for 16 processors. As
the flattening transformation introduces many filter operations it is essential to avoid
re-distribution where possible.
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contains the runtime of filtering plus one successive operation; with and without re-distribution.
Fig. 4. Effects of local and global optimizations
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Fig. 5. Relative and absolute speedup of n-body algorithm for 20,000 particle

A complete application. We implemented an n-body code, the 2-dimensional BarnesHut algorithm, to get a feeling for the overall quality of our code. The absolute and
relative speedup for 20,000 particles are shown in Figure 5. The runtime is factored
into the two main routines, which build the Barnes-Hut tree (bhTree) and compute the
accelerations of the particles (accels), respectively. The routine bhTree needs a lot of
communication, and thus, scales worse, but as it contributes only to a small fraction of
the overall runtime, the overall algorithm shows a speedup nearly identical to accels.
The absolute speedup is against a purely sequential C implementation of the algorithm. We expect to be able to improve significantly on the absolute speedup, which is
about a factor of 6 for 24 processors, because we did not exploit all possible optimizations. To see the deficiency of the library approach, consider that in the two-dimensional
Barnes-Hut algorithm, we achieve a speedup of about a factor of 10 by fusion.

6 Related Work and Conclusions
With regard to implementing nested parallelism, Chatterjee et al’s work, which covers shared-memory machines [7], is probably closest to ours; however, their work is
less general and not easily adapted for distributed memory. In the BMF community,
p-bounded lists are used to model block distributions of lists [22]; this technique is
related to distributed types, but the latter are more general as they (a) can be applied
to any type and (b) do not make any assumption about the distribution, especially,
split agg  join agg is in general not the identity. Gorlatch’s distributed homomorphisms appear to be well suited to systematically derive the function definitions, which
we need for the library unfoldings—like, e.g., the prescan + definition [12]. To the
best of our knowledge, we are the first to propose a generic, transformation-based
alternative to the library approach. Our method enables a whole class of optimizations by exposing the internals of the library routines to the compiler’s optimizer; the
transformation-based approach systematically distinguishes between local and global
operations using a type system and makes it easy to formalize the optimizations. Most
other work on implementing aggregate structures either focuses on the library approach
or describes language-specific optimizations. We applied our method to the implementation of nested data parallelism and achieved satisfying results in first experiments.
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